Slightly tattered Dreams
by Vicky Goldberg
the puritans thought that god had intended to shed
his grace on America: in fact, most thought the
lord had already delivered it with a warranty. Long
before we were a nation, the new land was
referred to as A City on a Hill, a shining city to be
watched by all, not a utopia but a place where a
society could be constructed on a plan and
humanity could stand a little nearer to the angels.
No one ever thought it would be perfection here,
but most harbored the expectation that we might
come closer than usual . and though we never had
lack in critics and have probably the most selfanalytical and self critical nation in the world,
taken all in all we thought for a couple of
centuries that the promise had been properly held
out to us. In this century the Depression put a
crimp on this belief, but victory in World War II
brought it roaring back.
And the success sent us reeling. Beats and
intellectuals set out on the road in America, and if
they loved what they found they hated it too, and
railed against consumerism and conformity. In the
sixties , students picked up this message and ran
with it, while the civil rights struggle and the
Vietnam war spread disillusion far beyond the
gates of the universities . it wasn’t that the image
of America was changing in the people’s mind. It
was changing on paper and in the media too. It had
become possible to look at the nation from another

vantage point, where the promises looked a little
ragged around the edges.
Among photographers the telling point was the
publication of Robert frank’s The Americans in
1959. ( it was first published in France the
previous year.) In the best tradition of the 1930s
frank had gone on the road in search of America,
but the only city he saw on the hill was dispirited
and more than a little bleak. His abrupt off-kilter
style was unfamiliar, and his odd and lively
affection for the loneliness, the mass produced
trash and fast-food joints he spied on his journey
was not always so evident and at any rate hard to
fathom. But what struck observers hardest and
upset them most was frank’s sense of the sad,
tough and tried heart of America the beautiful.
Frank actually made visible a cultural shift, a
self image in the process of transformation, that
was already in the works, but he gave it such visual
form that his influence is still being felt.
Bastienne Schmidt takes a cue from the Americans;
her book is a kind of off-beat commentary on that
classically off-beat documentary. She is clearly in
tune with Frank’s spirit of brash and skeptical
inquiry and his willingness to look directly at the
people, the places and moments that will never win
trophies in a competitive land. Often she come sin
uncomfortably close, cropping the subject
bluntly. Other times she views the world at an
angle or catches it, hazily defined ,on the wing.
In short she keeps her rolleiflex, a medium format
camera, within frank’s influence on 35mm
photography.
Schmidt is more confrontational than frank; her
subjects often see her coming but regard with no
fear. In byways and gathering places and quiet

corners she fastens onto a detail, a look a gesture
that speaks in a scene that would be otherwise
mute. Curious about the occasions that bring
crowds together, she sees America as a country in
such constant motion that the still camera cannot
keep up with it.
Hers is not everyone’s America but an album what
few tourists and fewer residents have noticed,
land that takes both entertainment and death
seriously, where strangers smile without cease
and watchers of every sort, even camera watchers,
stare fixedly. This America, mourning some of its
tattered dreams, is intent on having a good time but
not altogether up to the task.
Both Schmidt and frank were foreign born-she
grew up in germany and Greece - giving them the
kind of outsider’s perspective that an astute
observer would take advantage of. Frank came from
an atmosphere of post-war European antiAmericans, but Schmidt says she was looking for
something more tantalizing, the myth she knew
from American TV and American exports. Partly
because frank’s images marked a change in the
cultural weather, her view of grave young souls,
cross eyed cowboys and ruffle shirted ballyhoo
artists won’t provoke outrage, but her book too
records a sharp-eyed foreigner’s glance at
surprises, incongruities, disappointments, and a
few sweet moments in ill-fitting jackets . Most
tellingly, Schmidt has a sharp sense of the times:
she brings us smack up against her vision of the
1990s,when america , comprehensible or not, can
only be considered in the light of the changes that
have recently overtaken it.

Is it possible to imagine a cheery America after
Robert frank? Well, that rather depends on who
your audience is. Ronald Reagan insisted it was
morning in America all the time.
Time magazine as recently as 1997 had a cover story
“ the back Bone of America “ that mentioned some
of the down side but kept the pictures pleasant
Most serious readers won’t accept unmitigated
good cheer after the civil right struggles of the
1960s, the Vietnam war, assassinations, Watergate
and subsequent revelations. Some consider us a
nation that has gained the whole world and lost
its soul. Serious photography watchers would
probably take aback by a vision of happiness
spreading from coast to coast. Perhaps by now we
look at our country as if we were foreigners too.
Both “ The Americans “ and “American Dream” are
road books, records of that great American place,
and documents of twentieth century survey
expeditions. Nineteenth expeditions brought back
images of unchartered lands as a prelude to
development; today photographers go in search of
social and psychic discoveries. Walker evan’s
photographs of 1938, which strongly influenced
Robert frank, is the locus classicus for this visual
diary, but the road has also drawn writers and
reporters from jack Kerouac to john Steinbeck to
charles kuralt. Frank memorialized the road in it’s
endlessness, isolation and invitation of fatigue,
and Schmidt in her way does too, sometimes
catching the mindless , half melancholy looks of
passengers watching the land roll by.

She repeatedly invokes the American flag, which
for frank was the organizing device. He saw it worn
thin on july 4th or blotting out the faces of its
followers. She sees it on a clothes line on july 4th
or blown by the wind to hide three men in suits:
their legs hold up by emblems of the nation, but
only one leg of the central figure is visible, as if
the country’s support were unsteady, off,
irregular at its center.
Both photographers are unusually alert to the
signs of death. Frank went to a black funeral, so
did she. He looked at car accidents, grave markers,
cemeteries; she looks at mourners and
commemorations. Her photographs suggest thet she
has a highly developed sense of sorrow. ( Schmidt’s
first book, “vivir la Muerte”, was a moving study of
the rituals of death in latin America, where the
end of life is more closely integrated into the
living culture than it is in either europe or north
America. The book was schmidt’s attempt to come to
terms with her own father’s death-the mourning
process as a photographic quest for
understanding.) frank presented the simple facts,
as bare and stark as a grave marker or a mourner
at a moment of sadness and perplexity. Schmidt
looks at mourners too in all their grief, but she
focuses on the changes that have overtaken the
nature of death and our response to it under the
pressure of recent history.
The signal event that opened the gates of
disillusion and distrust in this death was a death;
the assassination of john f. kennedy on November
22nd,1963 schmidt takes a picture of the mourners

visiting his grave three decades later and
photographing it to prove that they had been there.
She also snaps his brother robert’s grave ,
another index of assassination, and a more recent
monument, a mural of selena, the beloved Mexican
born singer who was murdered by a disgruntled
employee in 1995. Assassination and murder as sign
posts on which to string the history of a country…
There is one astonishing picture of
commemoration here: a wax museum display of
Jackie kennedy, veiled, and her two children about
to march in jfk’s funeral procession, a three
dimensional rendering of a photograph. The
American flag hangs down beside the figures, in
case we missed the significance. Every American
who was alive at the time has a photographic image
of these three at that moment indelibly burned
into their brain. Jackie and her children were on
Tv which seemed like hours that day, and the
black-and white-photographs have never entirely
dropped from view. They fixed the national sense
of grief while Jackie kennedy’s sorrow, stoicism
and immense dignity raised to her heroic stature
across the land. In the wax museum, improbably she
smiles. Death which comes even to presidents, need
not too be disturbing after all.
Though Schmidt makes no claim to document all of
America and indeed says she does not even
understand it, her eye lights on evidence of the
most telling issues of our time. The memory of
assassination and the potential for murder are
joined by a photograph of the aids quilt, with the
mourners in an anonymous silhouette in the
distance, while a framed picture of a handsome man

when he was still in good health and smiling casts
a shadow over the signatures of the quilt.
Elsewhere a decorated veteran stands by the
Vietnam wall: more names of the dead , lest we
forget. and a black man with enormous haunted
eyes sits on death row, where so many more blacks
than whites wait for execution in a country that
embraces it more avidly than almost any other in
the west. Even the prisoner’s so-called death
bed(which might more aptly be execution bed)sitslooms- for its portrait looking like some peculiar
crucifix redundantly bound with belts.
Then there’s the American preoccupation with
guns, which account for too many of our death
statistics. Her is a gun shop, her a gun club where
the rifles are laid out across the bed spreads with
loving care and orderliness, and there three
tough, pretty and confident teenage girls posing
with their rifles at a shooting camp, not every
parent’s notion of a summer camp for girls.
The race issue that frank traced through America
Schmidt traces too. But now it has a new slant, in
line with historical shifts, black history is today a
subject of wide study, black ancestry newly
venerated. A woman in African garb, knee deep in
the sea, performs a commemorative service for
slaves who lost their lives.
If this existed in the 1950s and 1960s, most white
didn’t know about it.
And race is no longer merely a question of black
and white but of many cultures and ethnicities in a

society transformed by shifts in immigration
patterns and ethnic awareness. A young latin
American woman stands beneath two portraits of
elvis in a new york beauty salon. A man with the
profile of an south American Indian rides a bus, or
a train, across the west. An Asiatic singer greets
his fans in a town made famous by country music.
Schmidt’s camera comes right up on the torso of
the border patrol officer, bullets gleaming at his
belt, as he surveys the fence built on this side to
keep people on the other side from crossing. We
are much more various now, and much more
conscious of being so, and still rattled about how
to deal with difference.
Then there is money. A young black man on spring
brake in florida is cut off by the frame at nose and
waist so that the dollar sign on a chain lies in the
center of the picture. An east los angeles mural is
pictured at such a slant that the dollar bills
floating down on one side of the a printed image
fly right out toward us. A beverly hills real
estate agent in tight beige clothes works two
phones at once; behind her are pictures of
classical ruins that not even Hollywood agents
could sell.
For all her references to frank and his style,
schmidt’ s eye is all her own. She views American
oddities and preoccupations with unconventional
intensity: young children playing video games as
determinedly as if there were adult gamblers. the
wigwam motel’s display of imitation teepees topped
by electric lights. Gravely awkward children got
up like lamp shades and candy boxes for a
christening. Obese older women isolated like

monuments in the ocean swallows. Black boys on a
jungle gym, as grimly serious as men worn done by
centuries of injustice. A black woman having her
hair braided in what might be a sacrificial ritual.
This being the 1990s , Schmidt plays with
recurrent images of spectatorship in small towns
and large. People watch parades or stare out
windows at nothing particular just because it is
there. The photographer herself is a spectator , of
course and we , looking at what she offers us, are
the audience for a foreign production of American
follies, or perhaps of an American tragedy, or
maybe America the beautiful without quite as much
grace as promised. Frank showed us a Hollywood
starlet ogled by envious fans, Schmidt goes to a
Olympia bodybuilding contest, where the goal of
blonde and lissome has been replaced by
strenuous efforts to look like hulk Hogan in a
bikini. A tourist in monument valley trains his
camera on the sky, others tour the valley with
their lunches in plastic bags and unwrap them by
the unlikely outcroppings , where john wayne used
to ride. The stars and their fans bring their
smiles, their guitars and their patience to branson,
Missouri for a big time country music year after
year.
Schmidt takes a front row of the spectacle, so
close she sometimes sees fragments or comes up
against complexities that crowd in when
backgrounds are cut out. The performers on stageus- are often in motion, or the world is whirling
past them faster than they know in blurs and
streaks of light. Minor players, wanting a chance
in the limelight, thrust a hand or an arm past the

edge of the frame. Occasionally Schmidt bears
witness to the almost empty stage of the American
landscape, occasionally catches an actor off
guard, waiting, watching: sad, wary, resigned,
quietly alert for whatever comes next. The drama
erratically unfolding before her camera is a sober
one. Emotions at high pitch ( or maybe just a high
smolder) crop up three or four times where you
might think they belonged.
She came to the spectacle as foreigners do, on a
ship passing the statue of liberty in the book’s
first picture. As the curtain comes down on her
versions of American dreams she is still looking at
America, photographing herself now this time with
the statue of liberty behind her. And as she snaps
the picture of bastienne Schmidt with a camera to
her eye, the camera facing out of the picture, she
looks for all the world as if she were
photographing us.
Written for “American Dreams”,1997

